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F
Ive done it a thousand times, whats making it so hard to 
A#
do it now (oh)
F
Whatâ€™s stopping me, what strange force is carrying all my
A#
Courage away (oh)

F
Whats wrong
C
Whats happening
A#
Everything has gone away from me
F
What can I do
          C      C     C
To snatch it back
A#
And succeed with this mission

F
I try it again, cant do it any better than the
A#
First time (why)
F
That ridiculous force, it took my
A#
Only strength (oh)

F
Whats wrong
C
Whats happening
A#
Everything has gone away from me
F
What can I do
          C      C     C
To snatch it back
A#
And succeed with this mission



Am
One more time
A# 
I can do it, rise up

F
Nothing is wrong
C
Nothing is happening
A#
Its all come back to me
F
The only thing I can do
               C      C     C
Is be queen of the world
A#		 Am
What world

F
Oh no, one more problem that I have to 
A#
Solve, it just keeps repeating
F
But I can be queen, or maybe only princess of all the 
A#
Worlds, if there are any

F
Nothing is wrong
C
Nothing is happening
A#
Its all come back to me
F
The only thing I can do
               C      C     C
Is be queen of the world
A#		
All worlds

F		  C		   A#
I can do it now, I can do it now, I can do it now
F		  C		   A#
I can do it now, I can do it now, I can do it now
F		  C		   A#					         Am       F
I can do it now, I can do it now, I got back my strength so I can do it now 
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